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This thesis studies the firms’ dividend policies under financial distress. 
Dividend policy plays an important role in the analysis of the structure of investors, 
in the signaling of the firm’s management status and partly in solving the agency 
problems existing in firms, it can help to make the firm’s behaviors more 
transparent and make the managers more disciplined. It is sure that the functions 
of the dividend policies can be strengthened when the firms are in financial 
distress. What can dividend policy reveal when a firm is in such a special 
management period, what different dividend policies do the managers choose 
when the firms are in the different development phase of market economy, and 
what conclusions can be drawn from the different dividend policies of different 
firms? These are the main researching emphases of this thesis.  
This thesis contains six parts. Part one gives the introduction of this paper; 
Part two reviews the theory of dividend policy; Part three gives the theoretic 
dividend policies a firm could choose when it is in financial distress; Part four 
gives an empirical investigation of the dividend policies of troubled American 
firms, we can see it as the frame of reference when we transfer our attention to the 
next part: an investigation of the dividend policies of Chinese financial distressed 
firms. We can draw some interesting but thoughtful conclusions. I will give some 
explanations of the phenomenon using the theory frame of the dividend policy 
discussed in the second part of my thesis; Part six gives the conclusions of the 
thesis and offer some advices.          
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理论分析基石的是 Miller 和 Modigliani 在 1961 年的 “Dividend Policy，Growth 
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投资者的 好选择就是采取长期持有（buy and hold）的决策，对于基于 CAPM
模型的“buy and hold”方面的探讨，可以参见 Litzenberger & Ramaswamy[5]
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